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Abstract: The accuracy of translation from the source language (SL) 
to the targeted language (TL) is not easy work. The translator should 
act as the connector between the writer of the work and the reader of 
the translation. The paper tries to analyses the translation of Arbai'n 
An-Nawawi by using the techniques offered by Molina Albir. This is a 
qualitative study that focuses on how the translator translated the 
Idhofi case in the Matan of Araba'in as the material object of this 
paper. Besides, the authors distributed questionnaires to assess the 
quality of the translation. The paper found that the translator uses 11 
techniques that consist of 64 data of literal, 25 data of amplification, 
21 data of borrowing, 12 data adaptation techniques, 6 data of 
compensation, 2 data of discursive creation, 2 data of reduction, 1 data 
of generalization, 1 data of modulation, and 1 data of transposition 
technique. Meanwhile, from the quality of the translation, it can be 
concluded that the compensation technique is much more acceptable, 
with 81% very accurate, 73% acceptable, and 77% rated high 
legibility. It is because the method helps the reader to understand the 





The purpose of the translation activities is to understand the thoughts, ideas, 
culture, and knowledge of other nations who have different styles
1
. Translation activities 
can be divided into two types, namely oral translation or what is often referred to as 
fauriyah translation and written translation.
2
 Meanwhile, translation studies divided into 
two types, namely descriptive translation studies, and translation theory studies
3
. In the 
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field of descriptive translation studies, it has two objects, namely the work of translation 
and the process of translation
4
. 
Translation activities certainly require translation techniques or styles
5
. 
Translation techniques are procedures or procedures for analyzing
6
 and classifying 
translation equivalents from source languages to target languages and can be used in a 
variety of lingual units
7
. In translation activities, the use of techniques used by translators 
is not an important thing
8
. The most important thing for a translator is the technique 
chosen can fulfill the purpose of the translation
9
. Among the objectives of the 
translation
10
, activity as a communication tool that connects the writer in the source 
language with the reader in the target language, and the translator as the mediator or the 
liaison of both
11
. The correct use of translation techniques from the source language (SL) 
to the target language (TL) dramatically influences the quality of the translation,
12
 and 
this can be proven by the reader's understanding of the message, intent, or taste conveyed 
by the author in the source language. 
This study aims to classify the theory of translation used by translators and assess 
the quality of reading in the translation of noun phrases in the An-Nawawi Arbain 
Hadith. Translation of the Hadith is a vital
13
 thing to do in Indonesia because it is a 
country with a majority Muslim population, so they should understand the teachings of 
their religion through the al-Qur‘an and al-Hadith. In understanding these two main 
sources of Islam, Indonesian and non-Arabic speaker in general often experience 
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difficulties due to the lack of mastery of Arabic.
14
 It is because of the Arabic as a Semitic 
family which has complex scripts.
15
 
A translation study is an exciting field of study. It is because, in translating a text, 
a translator is not only required to master the source language and target language, but 
the translator is also necessary to understand the social and cultural conditions in the 
source language and target language.
16
 Arabic, as the SL, has its complexity, such as its 
grammatical structure.
17
 Besides, the Arabic used in religious text is formal Arabic or 
Fushā in where this language regarded by the Muslims as sacred language.
18
 
Previous studies in the area of Arabic translation in the Indonesian context are as 
follows. First, research conducted by Anindia Ayu Rahmawati et al.; in Kajian Teknik 
Penerjemahan Dan Kualitas Terjemahan Ungkapan Yang Mengandung Seksisme Dalam 
Novel The Mistress's Revenge Dan Novel The 19
th
 Wife. This study focused on the 
technique and quality translation of sexism within the novel.
19
 Second, a paper titleled 
Gaya Bahasa, Teknik Penerjemahan, Dan Kualitas Terjemahan Dalam Dongeng Disney 
Dwibahasa Berjudul Cinderella: My Bedtime Story Dan Tinkerbell And The Great Fairy 
Rescue. The results of the study indicate that based on the type of lexis, noun group 
structure, and clause structure, the first fairy tale is in the continuum of the language style 
tends to be oral, and the second fairy tale is in the continuum of the written, oral form. 
Some of the translation techniques used in both stories include standard equivalence 
                                                 
14
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19.2019.45>. 
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techniques, variations, amplification, reduction, transposition, modulation, and linguistic 
compression. The use of these techniques can maintain a fairytale language style and 
produce an accurate and legible translation, although the level of acceptance is lacking.
20
  
Third, a journal titled Kajian Terjemahan Metafora yang Menunjukkan Sikap 
dalam Buku Motivasi The Secret. Results of the analysis showed: (1) There are 15 kinds 
of translation techniques of total 292 data found in the translation of metaphor that shows 
the attitude in the book The Secret; (2) an evaluation of the quality of translations shows 
high-quality results; (3) The application of these techniques provide the translation 
impact of young quite positive about the quality of translation; (4) the use of translation 
technology produces high its quality of translation as to accommodate differences in the 
rules of language and culture as well as divert shape, sort of meaning, and attitude.
21
 
Fourth, a journal titled Strategi dan Teknik Terjemahan Novel Arab dalam Kalangan 
Pelajar Universiti. The findings show that the overall use of translation learning 
strategies among university students was at a moderate level. The study also shows that 
there were two categories of translation learning strategies used at a moderate level, 
which were translation writing strategies and mixed translation strategies.
22
  
The fifth, a paper titled Analisis Terjemahan Gaya Bahasa Repetisi Dalam Novel 
A Thousand Splendid Suns, Teknik Dan Kualitasnya (Kajian Penerjemahan Dengan 
Pendekatan Stilistika). This study concludes that the implementation of 10 translation 
techniques had a positive impact on the accuracy and acceptability of its translation.
23
 
The difference between the research conducted by the researcher and the literature 
review above lies in the formal object and the material object. The formal object of this 
paper is idhafi phrase, while the material is Arba’in An-Nawawi. 
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This research was conducted on the translation of Arba'in An-Nawawi Hadith. To 
bridge this research, the methodological foundation that researchers use is a qualitative 
method. The qualitative method is a research method which is based on the philosophy of 
postpositivism
24
, which is used to examine the condition of natural objects, producing 
descriptive data in the form of written or oral words where the researcher as the core 
means. Data collection techniques are carried out by triangulation (combined), data 
analysis used is inductive/qualitative, and the results of qualitative research are more 
inclined to meaning than generalization. In this study, researchers used a qualitative 
method with a descriptive approach. Data collection is done by collecting data related to 
the problem under study. The reason for the researchers to use descriptive qualitative 
methods is to find out the extent of the use of Molina and Albir translation techniques 
and its influence on the quality of the translation of the Arba'in An-Nawawi Hadith 
phrase. 
In this paper, the data obtained are intrinsically descriptive, which means that the 
information that has been taken is limited to the material or data that is used as the object 
of research. Next, the authors analyzed the use of translation techniques and tested the 
quality of the translation of the target language by distributing questionnaires to several 
respondents. The criteria for respondents in this study are 1) students of Arabic Language 
and Literature of Ahmad Dahlan University in the 5
th
 semester, 2) they never took the 
theory of translation courses, 3) they master the target language (Indonesian). 
 
Result and Discussion  
Translation Techniques in The Arba’in An-Nawawi 
In this study, the researchers focused on the translation of the idhafi phrase in the 
Hadith Arba'in An-Nawawi. In this book, researchers find 139 idhafi phrases that are 
translated using 11 translation techniques. However, in this article, researchers will 
discuss the five most commonly used translation techniques. The decision to choose 
these five techniques is based on its frequent use in the translation. These five techniques 
are literal translation, amplification, borrowing, adaptation, and compensation.  
a) Literal Translation 
                                                 
24
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A literal translation is a translation technique used by translators by translating the 
phrase word for word. In the Hadith Arba'in An-Nawawi, there are 64 idhafi phrases are 
translated using a literal translation, but in this study, one sample will be taken randomly 









 ِ َّ  ُ
ُّن
 Sesungguhnya di antara perkataan kenabian terdahulu yang diketahui manusia" الن
ialah." In this phrase, there is the idhafi phrase which is translated using literal 
translation techniques, namely, "   كالم الت". The word كالم in the dictionary25 has the 
meaning as "perkataan or percakapan." Whereas the word    الت in the dictionary26 has 
the meaning "hal jadi nabi".  Therefore the phrase of idhafi    كالم الن is correctly 
translated using literal translation techniques because it makes it easy for readers to 
understand. 
b) Amplification 
Amplification is a translation technique that explicitly or paraphrases implicit 
information in the source language. In the Hadith Arba'in An-Nawawi, there are 25 idhafi 
phrases which are translated using amplification, but in this study, one sample will be 






ْ ِ  أ
َ
  َ  َ ُ 
َ
 "Tidak terlihat 
padanya bekas perjalanan jauh." In this phrase, there is the idhafi phrase which is 










 in the أ
dictionary
27
 has the meaning "hadits or bekas", Whereas the word  ِ
َ
 in the اللَّ 
dictionary
28
 has the meaning "perjalanan". However, in the case of this translation, the 
translator adds information with the words "jauh". The purpose of the technique is that 
                                                 
25
 Ahmad Warson Munawwir, Kamus Al-Munawwir Arab-Indonesia (Surabaya: Pustaka Progressif, 
1997): 1227   
26
 Al-Munawwir, 1382..  
27
 Al-Munawwir, 7.  
28
Al-Munawwir, 636..  
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the translator can convey the message accurately. So that the translation of the idhafi 
phrase of   أ  الل becomes "bekas perjalanan jauh".  
c) Borrowing 
Borrowing is a translation technique used by translators by borrowing words or 
phrases from the source language. In the Hadith Arba'in An-Nawawi, 21 idhafi phrases 
are translated using the borrowing technique, but in this study, one sample will be taken 











اَا هللاِ ُبُ ْ ِت هللِا َ ت
َ
ْ ِكت ُ  َبْ َ ُ 
َ
َ اَرُ ْ  
َ
 Tidaklah suatu kaum berkumpul di salah"  َوَ ت
satu rumah Allah (masjid) untuk membaca kitabullah dan mempelajarinya diantara 
mereka.” In this data, there is an idhafi phrase which is translated using the borrowing 
technique namely, كتاا هللا. The word كتاا in the dictionary29 has the meaning "kitab, 
surat, buku, perlu, and hukum", Whereas the word هللا it is lafdzun jalalah which is still 
interpreted as lafadz Allah. 
In the translation of the idhafi phrase كتاا هللا, the translator uses the borrowing 
translation technique to translate this phrase. The translator translates the word كتاا in 
the source language to the target language with the word kitabu, and translates lafadz هللا 
with the phrase "Allah" so that it becomes "Kitabullah." 
d) Adaptation 
Adaptation is a translation technique used translators by replacing the cultural 
elements of the source language with decorative items that have the same characteristics 
in the target language, and those cultural elements are familiar to the target reader. In the 
Hadith  Arba'in An-Nawawi, 12 idhafi phrases are translated using adaptation, but in this 









  "Sedangkan dosa itu adalah sesuatu yang mengganjal di hatimu."In this 
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data, there is the phrase idhafi which is translated using adaptation techniques, ل  . 
The word س   in the dictionary30 has the meaning "roh, nyawa, tubuh diri seseorang, 
darah, niat, orang, kehendak". Whereas (ك) is a pronoun (dhomir), which means "kamu". 
In the case of the translation of the phrase idhafi ( ل  ), the translator replaces 
the source language culture element (SL) with the target language culture element (TL). 
This is because in the source language (SL), something that blocks the feeling is in the 
heart. Translation using adaptation techniques is also intended so that readers in the 
target language can understand the message conveyed in the text. 
e) Compensation 
Compensation is a translation technique used by translators by introducing 
information elements or stylistic influences of the source language text elsewhere in the 
target language text. In the Hadith Arba'in An-Nawawi, six idhafi phrases are translated 
using compensation techniques, but in this study, one sample will be taken by the 






ُّن ُحْلُن اا  ِ
ْ
 Kabajikan itu adalah akhlak yang baik." In" ال
this data, there is the phrase idhafi which is translated using compensation techniques, 
 in the dictionary31 has the meaning "kebagusan and حلن The word .حلن اا   
kebaikan." Whereas the word    اا in the dictionary32 has the meaning "akhlak and 
perangai". 
In the translation of the phrase idhafi    حلن اا, the translator uses 
compensation translation techniques. The translator indicates this by adding the 
conjunction "yang." The translator introduces the stylistic influence of the source 
language text in the target language text.  
Analysis of Translation Quality in the Arba’in An-Nawawi 
                                                                                                                                                 
29
Al-Munawwir, 1187.  
30
 Al-Munawwir, 1446.  
31
 Al-Munawwir, 265.  
32
 Al-Munawwir, 364. 
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Figure 3. The Legibility of Literal Translation 
In this section, an assessment of the quality of translations will be examined in 
terms of accuracy, acceptability, and transparency. As for the evaluation on the 
discussion of the quality of this translator using questionnaires distributed to respondents 
from Arabic Language and Literature students with the criteria, 1) Ahmad Dahlan 
University Arabic Language and Literature students in semester 5, 2) Have taken courses 
in translation theory, 3) Mastering the target language ( Indonesian). Researchers 
managed to collect 47 respondents, but valid data were only about 37 respondents. 
As for the method of assessment by respondents, researchers provided 31 data in 
the form of source language texts and target language texts compiled from 11 translation 
techniques. Then respondents were asked to give a score of 3.2, or 1, in each column 
aspects of accuracy, acceptance, and legibility. A score of 3 indicates very accurately, 
acceptable, high legibility. A score of 2 indicates inaccurate, less acceptable, moderate 
legibility. And a score of 1 indicates inaccurate, unacceptable, low legibility. Following 
is the explanation of the results of the translation quality assessment.  
a) Literal Translation 
The assessment of the accuracy, acceptance, and legibility aspects of the four data 
samples translated using the literal translation technique carried out by 37 respondents is 
presented in this and diagram:  
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Figure 6.The Legibility of amplification technique 
From the table and diagram above, it can be seen that as many as 25 respondents 
(68%) rated translation using literal translation techniques to be very accurate. Besides, 
as many as 10 respondents (26%) rated the translation using literal translation techniques 
to be inaccurate, and two respondents (6%) rated the translations using literal translation 
techniques to be not accurate. 
Assessment of translation quality using literary translation techniques in terms of 
acceptance, 23 respondents (62%) rated accepted, 13 respondents (34%) ranked not 
accepting, and only one respondent (4%) assessed unacceptable. In addition to the 
accuracy and acceptability aspects, assessment of the quality of translations using literary 
translation techniques is also viewed from the aspect of legibility. Assessment of the 
legibility aspect of the data using this literal translation technique, as many as 23 
respondents (63%) rated high legibility, 11 respondents (29%) rated it with moderate 
legibility, and three respondents (8%) rated with low legibility. 
b) Amplification 
The assessment of the accuracy, acceptance, and legibility aspects of the four data 
samples translated using the amplification technique carried out by 37 respondents is 
presented in this and diagram, 
           







From the table and diagram above, it can be seen that as many as 23 respondents 
(61%) rated translation using amplification techniques to be very accurate. Besides, as 
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Figure 9. The Legibility of borrowing technique 
many as 11 respondents (29%) rated the translation using amplification techniques to be 
inaccurate, and 3 respondents (10%) rated the translations using amplification techniques 
to be not accurate. 
Assessment of translation quality using amplification techniques in terms of 
acceptance, 19 respondents (52%) rated accepted, 15 respondents (41%) ranked not 
accepting, and 3 respondent (7%) assessed unacceptable. In addition to the accuracy and 
acceptability aspects, assessment of the quality of translations using amplification 
techniques is also viewed from the aspect of legibility. Assessment of the legibility 
aspect of the data using this amplification technique, as many as 19 respondents (51%) 
rated high legibility, 13 respondents (35%) rated it with moderate legibility, and 5 
respondents (14%) rated with low legibility. 
c) Borrowing 
The assessment of the accuracy, acceptance, and legibility aspects of the four data 
samples translated using the borrowing technique carried out by 37 respondents is 
presented in this table and diagram:  
         






From the table and diagram above, it can be seen that as many as 30 respondents 
(81%) rated translation using borrowing techniques to be very accurate. Besides, as many 
as 6 respondents (16%) rated the translation using amplification techniques to be 
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Figure 12.  The Legibility of adaptation technique 
inaccurate, and 1 respondent (3%) rated the translations using borrowing techniques to be 
not accurate. 
Assessment of translation quality using borrowing techniques in terms of 
acceptance, 26 respondents (70%) rated accepted, 9 respondents (24%) ranked not 
accepting, and 2 respondents (6%) assessed unacceptable. In addition to the accuracy and 
acceptability aspects, assessment of the quality of translations using borrowing 
techniques is also viewed from the aspect of legibility. Assessment of the legibility 
aspect of the data using this amplification technique, as many as 27 respondents (73%) 
rated high legibility, 7 respondents (20%) rated it with moderate legibility, and 3 
respondents (7%) rated with low legibility. 
d) Adaptation 
The assessment of the accuracy, acceptance, and legibility aspects of the four data 
samples translated using the borrowing technique carried out by 37 respondents is 
presented in this diagram:  
       
Figure 10. The accuracy of adaptation technique   Figure 11. Acceptance of adaptation technique 





From the table and diagram above, it can be seen that as many as 18 respondents 
(50%) rated translation using adaptation techniques to be very accurate. Besides, as many 
as 14 respondents (37%) rated the translation using adaptation techniques to be 
inaccurate, and 5 respondents (13%) rated the translations using adaptation techniques to 
be not accurate. Assessment of translation quality using adaptation techniques in terms of 
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Figure 15.  The Legibility of compensation technique 
acceptance, 18 respondents (48%) rated accepted, 14 respondents (37%) ranked not 
agreeing, and 5 respondents (15%) assessed unacceptable.  
In addition to the accuracy and acceptability aspects, assessment of the quality of 
translations using adaptation techniques, it is also viewed from the aspect of legibility. 
Assessment of the legibility aspect of the data using this amplification technique, as 
many as 20 respondents (55%) rated high readability, 12 respondents (33%) rated it with 
moderate legibility, and 5 respondents (12%) rated with low readability. 
e) Compensation 
The assessment of the accuracy, acceptance, and legibility aspects of the four data 
samples translated using the compensation technique carried out by 37 respondents is 
presented in this diagram:  
           
Figure 13. The accuracy of compensation technique   Figure 14. Acceptance of compensation technique 






From the table and diagram above, it can be seen that as many as 30 respondents 
(81%) rated translation using compensation techniques to be very accurate. Besides, as 
many as 6 respondents (16%) rated the translation using compensation techniques to be 
inaccurate, and 1 respondent (3%) rated the translations using compensation techniques 
to be not accurate.  
Assessment of translation quality using compensation techniques in terms of 
acceptance, 27 respondents (73%) rated accepted, 9 respondents (25%) ranked not 
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accepting, and 1 respondent (2%) assessed unacceptable. In addition to the accuracy and 
acceptability aspects, assessment of the quality of translations using compensation 
techniques, it is also viewed from the aspect of legibility. Assessment of the legibility 
aspect of the data using this amplification technique, as many as 28 respondents (77%) 
rated high legibility, 7 respondents (19%) rated it with moderate legibility, and 2 
respondents (4%) rated with low legibility. 
 
Conclusion  
From the analysis, it can be concluded as follows: 1) literal translation technique 
is the most widely used in translating the 64 data of idhafi phrases. These translation 
techniques consist of literal translation, amplification, borrowing, adaptation, 
compensation, description, discursive creation, reduction, generalization, modulation, 
and transposition. However, from its quality, compensation techniques and description 
techniques are considered to have excellent quality in conveying intentions, messages, 
and objectives to the reader in the target language. This is because the information 
elements or the stylistic influence of the source language text on the target language text 
can help the reader to understand the intent, message, and purpose to be conveyed. In 
addition to compensation, the quality of the described technique is also quite good, 
because, with the help of the description provided by the translator, it is beneficial to the 
reader in understanding the intentions, messages, and objectives conveyed. We suggest 
that future studies will focus more on the quality of translation rather than its technique. 
It is because the translator has its particular method in some cases that may differ from 
the mentioned techniques. 
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